
 
THIS RESEARCH REPORT EXPRESSES SOLELY OUR OPINIONS.  We are short sellers. We 

are biased. So are long investors. So is MINISO. So are the banks that raised money for the 

Company. If you are invested (either long or short) in MINISO, so are you. Just because we are 

biased does not mean that we are wrong.  Use BOC Texas, LLC’s research opinions at your 

own risk. This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain 

any financial product advice.  Investors should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in 

respect of any decision regarding any securities discussed herein.  You should do your own 

research and due diligence before making any investment decisions, including with respect to 

the securities discussed herein.  We have a short interest in MINISO’s stock and therefore stand 

to realize significant gains in the event that the price of such instrument declines. Please refer 

to our full disclaimer located on the last page of this report. 

 

On July 26, 2022, we published our investment opinion (the “Report”) on MINISO Group Holding Limited (the “Company” or 

“MINISO”), detailing an extensive investigation which indicated that hundreds of MINISO’s supposedly independent franchise 

stores are secretly owned and operated by MINISO executives or individuals closely connected to the chairman.   

In response, MINISO announced the formation of an independent committee to investigate our claims.  Less than 48 hours later, 

the Company released its “preliminary findings.”  This must surely set a record for the shortest turnaround on “preliminary findings” 

of an investigation in market history.   

 

First, it is laughable that any meaningful investigation could make any findings (preliminary or conclusive) in such a short time.  

Furthermore, any real investigation of the evidence should be done not by the Company, but by truly independent professional audit 

and legal advisors, including MINISO’s auditors who are currently in the process of reviewing the Company’s annual results.  

Substantively, not only do we find the response hasty and incomplete, but it glosses over damning contradictory evidence that 

MINISO would rather ignore.    

 

1. MINISO Stores Owned by Executives and Insiders Connected to the Chairman 

MINISO claims that 99% of its stores in China, its key market, are operated by franchisees independent from the Company.  In our 

report, we highlighted hundreds of stores whose registered owners are either MINISO executives or individuals closely connected 

to the Company’s chairman. 

In its Response, MINISO claims that “some Company employees may have found it necessary or expedient to provide their names 

and contact information to the local authorities.”  MINISO says that these “unapproved practices … have been substantially 

curtailed.” We think this is nonsense.   

Local Chinese filings do not merely show an administrative affiliation between MINISO employees and the supposedly independent 

stores.  They show ownership.  For example, in our report we highlighted Huang Zheng, MINISO’s Vice President and Overseas 

Chief Operating Officer. Huang is so important to MINISO that he was included in the Company’s IPO presentation. 

 
Source: MINISO IPO Slide Deck 

First, we would think that Huang, an Overseas COO and a VP, is too senior to be the employee that assists MINISO franchisees 

with bland administrative tasks like store registration.  But more importantly, the Chinese filings do not list Huang as a mere 

administrator, but rather the owner operator.    
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Source: https://amap.com/place/B0FFHDU654, 

https://www.qcc.com/firm/d50ee6805ee6c561e643296b951cf956.html 

 

According to filings with the Chinese government, the MINISO executive owns the store.  And he was not alone.  Our 

report contains many examples of supposedly independent franchise stores that appear to be secretly owned and 

operated by MINISO executives or individuals closely connected to the chairman.  Even if a franchisee needed help 

with registration process, it would make no sense for a MINISO employee to be the owner of record on Chinese 

government filings.   

Notably, local Chinese media independently confirmed our findings for the insiders they checked.  After we released 

our report, Laohu Caijing, a Chinese financial media company, performed the same exercise using another Chinese 

corporate database and found that Lin Zongyou, an individual with close ties with the chairman, owns dozens of 

companies that can be matched with MINISO stores. 

 
Source: https://finance.sina.com.cn/stock/hyyj/2022-07-28/doc-imizmscv3922819.shtml 

MINISO also conveniently ignored a massive piece of corroborating evidence for our thesis.  The Company’s response 

never mentions (likely because it’s so damning) that in 2019, MINISO reportedly told a credible Chinese media outlet 

that 40% of MINISO stores in China are owned by the Company.  

Operator: Huang Zheng 

Chinese Corporate Registry Records 

Map Data 

Same Address 

Huang Zheng is not an exception. According to the information from Tianyancha, Lin Zongyou, the legal 

person of MINISO Corporation, also owns dozens of companies with "department stores" in their names. 

These companies can also be matched with MINISO stores. 

https://amap.com/place/B0FFHDU654
https://www.qcc.com/firm/d50ee6805ee6c561e643296b951cf956.html
https://www.qcc.com/firm/d50ee6805ee6c561e643296b951cf956.html
http://www.laohucaijing.com/
https://finance.sina.com.cn/stock/hyyj/2022-07-28/doc-imizmscv3922819.shtml
https://finance.sina.com.cn/stock/hyyj/2022-07-28/doc-imizmscv3922819.shtml
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Source: https://www.yicai.com/news/100388597.html 

The article is highly credible as it appeared in the financial news arm of the Shanghai Media Group, a state-owned 

enterprise.  This account not only directly contradicts MINISO’s disclosures to investors but also undermines the 

Company’s weak response.   

2. Chairman’s Undisclosed Dealings with MINISO 
 

In our report, we pointed out that MINISO formed a BVI-based joint venture between the Company and the chairman 

to build a new headquarters in China, only to buy out the chairman’s 80% interest for hundreds of millions of RMB 

months later.  Even though it owned only 20% of the JV, records show that the Company contributed all of the cash 

for the land deposit.  We highlighted Chinese records showing the absence of any additional capital contributions prior 

to the buyout, suggesting that the buyout of the chairman’s interest was likely money for nothing.   

In its response, MINISO admitted that its chairman did not contribute anything to the deposit of RMB 346 million, 

but claims that he subsequently contributed to the JV, including funds he supposedly borrowed from an unnamed third 

party.  Why the chairman would borrow money for it to supposedly sit idly in a JV is never explained.   

 
Source: MINISO Response 

First, these alleged capital injections do not appear in the Chinese corporate registry.  The money was supposedly 

contributed to buy, build and develop a Company headquarters in China.  If the chairman contributed money, why did 

it not appear in the official Chinese records of capital contributions?  

According to corporate data publicly available in the National Enterprise Credit Information Publicity System, the 

paid-in capital of the JV’s Chinese subsidiary remained at RMB 345.7 million (the initial deposit amount) until the 

day after MINISO acquired the chairman’s 80% share.   

 
Source: National Enterprise Credit Information Publicity System 

The current ratio between corporate-owned stores and franchise-owned stores is 4:6 

Mingyou Industrial Investment (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd 

Subscribed Capital (RMB 

10K) 

RMB 1 billion 

Paid-in Capital (RMB 10K) Paid-in Date 

RMB 345.7 million Dec. 11, 2020 

https://www.yicai.com/news/100388597.html
https://www.yicai.com/others/aboutus.html
https://ir.miniso.com/2022-07-28-MINISO-Refutes-Blue-Orcas-Short-Seller-Report
http://gsxt.gdgs.gov.cn/
http://gsxt.gdgs.gov.cn/
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To be clear, paid-in capital represents the actual amount of money that a company has received from shareholders.  

Any change to the paid-in capital is registered with the local government and is generally indicative of whether and 

to what extent shareholders have funded the entity.     

If the chairman funded the project with additional capital in the interim, why did it not appear in the corporate registry?   

MINISO’s response also skirts the underlying issue.  In our Report, we asked if MINISO wanted to buy a new 

headquarters in China, why not buy the land directly? Why route the land purchase through the chairman? Moreover, 

if the money was for a headquarters in China, why would MINISO form an offshore JV in the BVI to purchase the 

land and develop property in China?  In our experience, Chinese companies routinely route a domestic land purchase 

through an offshore JV in an opaque Caribbean jurisdiction in order to funnel Company money to insiders.  Otherwise, 

why wouldn’t a Chinese company just buy land in China through a Chinese entity?  

MINISO also failed to address a critical part of our research.  Based on Chinese corporate records, we identified four 

other property developments that are currently owned by the chairman.  Although these developments have not, to our 

knowledge, been disclosed to investors, they are clearly MINISO projects.    

For example, MINISO’s Chinese website issued a press release in January 2020 announcing a groundbreaking 

ceremony for a new MINISO Industrial Park, a RMB 10 billion research and logistics center.  Both MINISO 

executives and local government officials attended the ceremony.  

  
Source: https://www.miniso.cn/News/Details?id=100000228647363 

This is clearly a MINISO project, as it is disclosed on MINISO’s Chinese website, and the groundbreaking ceremony 

was attended by MINISO executives.  The Company’s logo was even on the banner behind the ribbon cutting 

ceremony.  To our knowledge, however, this billion-dollar investment project is not disclosed in any of MINISO’s 

SEC or Hong Kong regulatory filings.  In fact, Chinese corporate records show that this Company project is not even 

owned by MINISO, but by the chairman.   

Although these developments appear purposely built for the Company, the assets are held through a complicated 

offshore BVI structure designed to route any subsequent capital flows offshore where the recipients and amounts are 

far more difficult to track.  Much like the headquarters deal discussed above, we suspect that they are structured 

through BVI intermediaries to allow insiders to funnel more money from the public company through future sales of 

these developments to MINISO.   

On January 4, 2020, MINISO announced the official groundbreaking of the MINISO One Belt One Road Industrial Park project in the 

Zhaoqing High-tech Zone, with a total investment of more than RMB 10 billion. Luo Wenjun, member of the Party Working Committee 

and secretary of the Disciplinary Work Committee of Zhaoqing High-tech Zone, Zhong Yiwei, Investment Promotion Bureau of Zhaoqing 

High-tech Zone, Ye Guofu, the founder and CEO of MINISO, and dozens of government leaders, company executives, and the project-

related persons attended the groundbreaking ceremony.  

https://www.miniso.cn/News/Details?id=100000228647363
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3. Retailer in Decline: Shrinking Revenues, Store Closures and Falling Franchise Fees 

 

In our report, we detailed independent evidence, including archived disclosures on MINISO’s Chinese website, reports 

in Chinese media and interviews with former employees, indicating that MINISO is a retail brand in serious peril.  We 

highlighted disclosures from MINISO’s own website showing declining revenues, media reports of pre-Covid store 

closures and archived disclosures on MINISO’s Chinese website in which the Company advertised that franchise fees 

fell 63% in the past two years.   

Notably in its response, MINISO admitted that it reduced franchise fees to attract more franchisees, stating it was part 

of an expansion strategy.  But again, this misses the point.  Healthy retail brands do not need to slash franchise fees to 

attract business, and this was no mere discount.  MINISO’s disclosures show that the Company slashed franchise fees 

by a whopping 63%.  MINISO’s financial performance is supposedly reliant on its ability to continue to attract 

franchisees, yet such dramatic fee reductions show, in our opinion, that MINISO’s retail model is becoming 

increasingly unattractive to the market.      
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DISCLAIMER 

We are short sellers. We are biased. So are long investors. So is MINISO. So are the banks that raised money for the Company. If you are 

invested (either long or short) in MINISO, so are you. Just because we are biased does not mean that we are wrong. We, like everyone 

else, are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. We believe that the publication of our opinions 

about the public companies we research is in the public interest.  
 

You are reading a short-biased opinion piece. Obviously, we will make money if the price of MINISO stock declines. This report and all 

statements contained herein are solely the opinion of BOC Texas, LLC, a Texas limited liability company, and are not statements of fact. 

Our opinions are held in good faith, and we have based them upon publicly available evidence, which we set out in our research report to 

support our opinions. We conducted research and analysis based on public information in a manner that any person could have done if 

they had been interested in doing so. You can publicly access any piece of evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this 

report. Think critically about our report and do your own homework before making any investment decisions. We are prepared to support 

everything we say, if necessary, in a court of law.  
 

As of the publication date of this report, BOC Texas, LLC (a Texas limited liability company) (along with or through our members, partners, 

affiliates) have a direct or indirect short position in the stock (and/or possibly other options or instruments) of the company covered herein, 

and therefore stands to realize significant gains if the price of such instrument declines. Use BOC Texas, LLC’s research at your own risk. 

You should do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to the securities covered herein. 

The opinions expressed in this report are not investment advice nor should they be construed as investment advice or any recommendation 

of any kind.  
 

This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain any financial product advice as defined in the Australian 

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Because this document has been prepared without consideration of any specific clients investment objectives, 

financial situation or needs, no information in this report should be construed as recommending or suggesting an investment strategy. 

Investors should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any decision regarding any securities discussed herein.  At 

this time, because of ambiguity in Australian law, this report is not available to Australian residents.  Australian residents are encouraged 

to contact their lawmakers to clarify the ambiguity under Australian financial licensing requirements.   
 

Following publication of this report, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or 

neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial opinion. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, 

nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the securities laws 

of such jurisdiction. To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained 

from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or 

who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. As is evident by the contents of our research and analysis, 

we expend considerable time and attention in an effort to ensure that our research analysis and written materials are complete and accurate. 

We strive for accuracy and completeness to support our opinions, and we have a good-faith belief in everything we write, however, all 

such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind– whether express or implied.  
 

If you are in the United Kingdom, you confirm that you are subscribing and/or accessing BOC Texas, LLC research and materials on 

behalf of: (A) a high net worth entity (e.g., a company with net assets of GBP 5 million or a high value trust) falling within Article 49 of 

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”); or (B) an investment professional (e.g., a 

financial institution, government or local authority, or international organization) falling within Article 19 of the FPO.  
 

This report should only be considered in its entirety.  Each section should be read in the context of the entire report, and no section, 

paragraph, sentence or phrase is intended to stand alone or to be interpreted in isolation without reference to the rest of the report.  The 

section headings contained in this report are for reference purposes only and may only be considered in conjunction with the detailed 

statements of opinion in their respective sections.  
 

BOC Texas, LLC makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or 

with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and BOC Texas, 

LLC does not undertake a duty to update or supplement this report or any of the information contained herein. By downloading and 

opening this report you knowingly and independently agree: (i) that any dispute arising from your use of this report or viewing the material 

herein shall be governed by the laws of the State of Texas, without regard to any conflict of law provisions; (ii) to submit to the personal 

and exclusive jurisdiction of the superior courts located within the State of Texas and waive your right to any other jurisdiction or 

applicable law, given that BOC Texas, LLC is a Texas limited liability company that operates in Texas; and (iii) that regardless of any 

statute or law to the contrary, any claim or cause of action arising out of or related to use of this website or the material herein must be 

filed within one (1) year after such claim or cause of action arose or be forever barred. The failure of BOC Texas, LLC to exercise or 

enforce any right or provision of this disclaimer shall not constitute a waiver of this right or provision. If any provision of this disclaimer 

is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the parties nevertheless agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to 

the parties' intentions as reflected in the provision and rule that the other provisions of this disclaimer remain in full force and effect, in 

particular as to this governing law and jurisdiction provision. 
 


